PADI

Emergency Oxygen Provider

Knowing how and when to use emergency oxygen is a great skill to have and means you’re ready to help others should the need arise. Becoming a PADI Emergency Oxygen Provider lets you breathe easy knowing that you can recognize scuba diving illnesses treatable with emergency oxygen, and are prepared to offer aid.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
1 classroom session

PREREQUISITES
There are no prerequisites for this specialty including minimum age. It is highly recommended for the Rescue Diver Course.

COURSE FEE
$100

GENERAL EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
Students must supply:
Non-rebreather mask

*All other necessary Scuba Equipment can be rented from Scuba World, Inc. if you do not already have your own.

Please note
*Trip cost is additional and varies according to location. Each student is expected to have the above equipment prior to the open water training. Please check to be sure all equipment has been serviced and in proper working condition. Rental equipment should be reserved in advance of dive trip.